
Crime and Misadventure in Hunmanby 
 
The Hunmanby Poisoner? 
 
Of the many people who have lived in Hunmanby over the years, the 
murderer Dr. Edward William Pritchard is without a doubt the most 
notorious. Born at Southsea, Portsmouth in 1825, he worked as a naval 
surgeon on ships sailing to the Pacific and North Atlantic. Pritchard claimed 
that some of the exotic medicines he used while working in Hunmanby were 
introduced to him by tribesmen in Fiji and South America. He settled here in 
March 1851 with his wife Mary Jane. Their first home and practice was on 
Cross Hill, but after a couple of years they bought Warburton House, which 
now houses the Peter Carol Hairdressing Salon.  
 

 
�

 
Pritchard was an unlikely figure in Victorian Hunmanby. He believed 
himself to be both hugely intelligent and handsome. At 5’10” (quite tall for 
his generation) and with massive whiskers, he stood out in any social 
gathering. 



 
 
The doctor became restless whenever he was not the centre of attention. He 
seems to have looked disdainfully upon the Reverend Robert Mitford-
Taylor. Often he would arrange for his groom to call him away from 
services at All Saints’ during the middle of the Sunday sermon. Mitford-
Taylor was left red-faced in the pulpit as Pritchard flounced up the aisle and 
then rode his horse away noisily. 
 
Filey appeared to provide more opportunities for him to exercise his 
imagination. He gave lectures on his adventures at sea to the Temperance 
Society and the Freemasons. Another society he patronised was the 
Mechanics’ Institute based on Belle Vue Street (now the military 
memorabilia shop). During the winter months the Institute offered talks and 
lessons in literacy to farmers and fishermen kept indoors by the shortened 
days. 
 
In 1853 he published his Guide to Filey (reissued by Kenneth Clegg in 1998) 
which pointed out the medicinal advantages of holidaying at the spar resort. 
In those days finding cures for gout and other middle class maladies was 
incredibly lucrative. He opened a second practice on Murray Street, hoping 
to tap into this market. 
 
Pritchard left Hunmanby suddenly towards the end of 1857, possibly 
because of an amorous advance which backfired. He was in the habit of 



slipping his card to female patients, whether they were interested in him or 
not. It was rumoured that one woman reported Pritchard to her husband and 
he threatened to ruin the physician.  
 
There is little physical evidence to connect Dr. Pritchard with Hunmanby. 
One of his daughters, Zillah Catherine died here in infancy, and was buried 
in All Saints’ churchyard. Her tombstone now lies facedown by the oil tank 
at the rear of the building. 
 
After travels in Egypt and the Holy Land, Pritchard settled in Glasgow, the 
same city where he would end his days at the end of a hangman’s noose. 
Here he tried to ingratiate himself with the great and the good, and made free 
with his female servants. One of the maids, aged just fifteen, was killed by a 
fire which broke out in her bedroom. No criminal investigation was 
launched, but it is now widely accepted that Pritchard, her lover, 
administered some kind of sedative before setting light to her bedspread. A 
large insurance payout was successfully lodged.     
 
Sooner or later the turmoil which accompanied Pritchard was going to claim 
more victims. For months Mary Jane Pritchard ailed with a mysterious 
illness put down by her husband to gastric problems. Mary’s mother, the 
wife of an Edinburgh silk merchant, fretted about the situation. She decided 
to move in with them and despite being a hale and healthy seventy-year old 
died suddenly. Her daughter lasted a little while longer with Pritchard 
shooing away other doctors from her bedside.  
 
Suspicion against him mounted. He was arrested upon returning from his 
wife’s funeral and stood trial for double murder. Post mortem examinations 
discovered deadly antimony and tincture of aconite in the corpses of both 
women. The normally loquacious Pritchard could present only a blundering 
defence which sought to incriminate his latest love interest, yet another 
young serving girl.  
 
In July 1865 the convicted killer was hanged before a crowd of 50, 000 or 
some said 100, 000 spectators. He was interred in a pauper’s grave in the 
prison yard marked only with his initials.  
 
Did the homicidal Pritchard kill anybody in Hunmanby in the previous 
decade? There is no easy answer to this question. Miss. Owston’s book on 
the history of the village recounts the story of Betty Chandler’s death. On 



hearing of this elderly lady’s passing he was said to have rushed to her house 
on Bridlington Street to destroy bottles of medicine he had prescribed to her. 
 
Reviewing the evidence it seems improbable that Pritchard should have 
wanted to poison to this woman. His mother-in-law who he murdered was 
wealthy. Mrs. Chandler, by contrast, was the wife of a modest market 
gardener and so financial gain could not have been a motive. It is not 
impossible that he was experimenting with antimony or aconite. On the 
other hand, this was fully ten years before he set out to kill his wife and her 
mother. Death by natural causes, distorted by rumour and gossip, is the most 
feasible explanation. 
 
A tombstone which may commemorate the daughters and son of Betty 
Chandler is still to be seen beneath the holly bush near rear entrance to the 
Spring Café. It has sunk a good way into the ground, but the surname 
“Chandler” is still clearly visible. 
 
 

Suggested further reading 
 
For two very readable versions of Pritchard’s life consult Jean 
Plaidy’s essay on him in Triptych of Poisoners (1958) or William 
Roughead’s chapter ‘Dr. Pritchard – 1865’, in Famous Trials 4, edited 
by James H. Hodge (Penguin, 1954), pages 143-75. 
 
The Filey Town Archive based at the council offices on Queen Street 
holds two accounts of Pritchard’s trial – one which was brought out 
immediately after his hanging and William Roughead’s huge tome 
prepared for the Notable Scottish Trials series (1914). The archive 
also has a file of notes kept by the local historian Kenneth Clegg. 

 
Herbert Ashley Smith, who lived at Warburton House, Hunmanby, 
gives a few myths and stories about Pritchard in his entertaining 
memoir Life in an East Yorkshire Village, Vol. 1 (1992).  

 
 
My own research on Pritchard is now quite extensive. Over the last thirteen 
or fourteen years, I have kept an eye out for references to him in both 
archived documents and published books. In October 2008, a short article I 
wrote on the doctor appeared in The Dalesman magazine. A manuscript 



biography detailing his life on the East Coast sits inside my laptop. It will 
probably see the light of day at some point in the future. 
 
 
 
An unfortunate cat 
 
If Dr. Pritchard probably did not kill anybody in Hunmanby, there certainly 
was an attempted murder during his sojourn here. On the 14th April 1856 a 
hamper appeared at the village railway station, addressed to Thomas Bell, a 
farmer of nearby Grindale. It was his birthday that week and upon receiving 
the package, which contained a stone flask of sherry, he assumed the liquor 
was sent by friends by way of a “lark”. His wife uncorked the bottle, and as 
it smelt acrid, she dipped her finger in to test if the alcohol was wasted or 
worse. None the wiser, she passed it onto a surgeon at Bridlington. Mr. 
Hutchinson established that flask was laced with Prussic acid (arsenic). A 
female cat was subsequently fed some of the sherry and died within ten 
seconds. The intention had certainly not been humorous.   
 
 
 
A wayward ass and its owner 
 

 
In the nineteenth century arrests for drunk and disorderly conduct were very 
common. Alcohol-loving William Botterill of Hunmanby came unstuck in a 
peculiar way in May 1872. Whilst propping up the bar at an undisclosed 
public house in the village, he was accosted by the irate P.C. Storey. 
Botterill had tied his ass up outside and gone off for a few beverages. The 
beast had broken free and was causing havoc and destruction on the public 
highway. He was ordered to stand before the local magistrate, but probably 
overcome by embarrassment, chose not to appear. In his absence, he was 
convicted for allowing his ass to stray and fined 9 shillings in costs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



An Edwardian cycling accident 
 
The steep gradient at New Road Hill has been the cause of a number of 
cycling accidents over the years. In 1904 one of my grandfather’s uncles 
(then aged just fourteen) lost his life after colliding with a farm waggon 
which was passing along Bridlington Street. 
 
A less sombre case was reported two years earlier. Midway down the 
descent of the hill, one cyclist was horrified to find his chain had snapped. 
The brakeless machine would not turn around the corner upon reaching the 
flat. He broke clean through the first hedge at the bottom, but the wheels 
were still powering away, taking him across the adjacent field. Finally, and 
only after going through another hedge, the bicycle stopped and he fell 
sideways into the mud. Miraculously, he escaped with only slight cuts and 
bruises. 
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